STAT3 as a promising chemoresistance biomarker associated with the CD44+/high/CD24-/low/ALDH+ BCSCs-like subset of the triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) cell line.
The cancer stem cell (CSC) concept is currently employed to explain the mechanism of multidrug resistance that is implicated in the reduced efficacy of many chemotherapeutic agents, consequently leading to metastatic spread and disease relapse. We searched for potential predictive markers of doxorubicin (DOX) resistance in breast cancer stem cells (BCSCs) of the BT-549 human triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) cell line classified as a claudin-low subtype. In this study, we show that BT-549 presents a BCSCs-like subset determined by a CD44+/high/CD24-/low/ALDH1+ phenotype. The CD44+/high/CD24-/low/ALDH+ BCSCs-like subset presented the downregulation of a majority of the genes analyzed (64 genes), and only 3 genes were upregulated after DOX treatment. Among the upregulated genes, MAPK3, PRKCZ and STAT3, STAT3 presented a higher level of upregulation in the DOX-treated CD44+/high/CD24-/low/ALDH+ BCSCs-like subset. The identification of biomarkers that predict antitumor responses is at the top of cancer research priorities. STAT3 was highlighted as a molecular signature in the CD44+/high/CD24-/low/ALDH1+ BCSCs-like subset obtained from the TNBC BT-549 cell line related to DOX resistance. A majority of the evaluated genes in the EGF pathway appear to be not associated with DOX resistance, as observed in the CD44+/high/CD24-/low/ALDH1+ BCSCs-like subset.